
15th DEC 2018 

Old Bristolians 1st XV – 18 

Chipping Sodbury 1st XV – 12 

 

Away to Old Bristolians, Sodbury played the correct style of rugby, just not 
necessarily in the correct areas of the pitch. Facing a howling gale on the 
Failand plateau meant kicking for territory was difficult, so Sodbury elected to 
carry, carry, and carry some more. They regularly reached double figures of 
phases but after a while this became predictable, and they hit Old B’s 
defensive wall with little reward. Each mistake was punished with a huge 
raking touch-finder then it all started again.  

Fortunately for Sodbury, they have Dave Turner amongst the forwards. He 
made light of the sort of weather that would have seasoned trawler-men 
reaching for a sick bag with an accomplished lineout display. He also backed 
up the tight triumvirate in the back row with committed defence. Despite this, 
Old B’s had a ten point lead after 30 minutes, although it took them much 
perseverance to get there, thanks to Sodbury’s heavy hitters like Lee Ralph 
and Dan Bradley.  

Dan Cole and Jon Cook were finding gaps but they were shut fast and they 
struggled to spot support in the gloom. This effort kept Sodbury in the hosts’ 
half and attacking with gusto for 10 minutes, when, just 1m short, Sodbury 
knocked on and were kicked to oblivion.  

On the cusp of halftime – just after Bradley had sprinted the width of the pitch 
to deny Old B’s a try – they were awarded a penalty which was duly 
converted.  

As the second half began, Sodbury conceded a try - now it was all up hill. The 
upper hand at the scrum fluctuated all afternoon but when the Sods took 
charge of one on Old B’s 22 everyone reacted. Bradley surged forward, before 
passing to Jon Cook. Cook delayed his pass, taunting the defence, before 



finding Gavin Edgar. His arm came up and was ramrod straight; he hit his man 
in the chest like a King’s champion at a mediaeval joust. The try was a 
formality after that.  

Sodbury kept chipping away but came up short. It was their execution rather 
than discipline that was hobbling them, as the penalty count against them was 
a lowly 5 for the whole game.  

The Sods had Mike Oram on the bench and he was sent on after the Edgar try 
to disrupt Old B’s ruck ball. He’s a turnover specialist and eventually the 
referee awarded a penalty for his efforts. Sodbury took a quick tap and passed 
the ball to Joe Horton, who went full tilt into the 22. The pack followed and 
rattled through four rucks before the ball was whipped right to Cook. It was 
two against two on a large blindside; Cook fixed his man and then passed to 
Lance Cassemis, who then had 15m to go and one man to beat. He dropped his 
shoulder and stepped off his right foot, uncoiling himself with the ferocity of a 
trebuchet as he came off his left. His opposition was left clawing thin air as 
Cassemis swept in for a try that Cook converted, and which gave Sodbury 
some hope.  

Sodbury continued their cannonade for the remaining ten minutes as the light 
and time faded away. Old B’s determined defence ensured that their visitors 
retreated north with only a losing bonus point and an awkward load of 
washing.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


